
 

HERTS SENIOR CLOSED TABLE TENNIS TOURNAMENT 
at Barnet TT Centre, Barnet Lane, Barnet, Herts, EN5 2DN 

on Saturday 27th and Sunday 28th February 2016 
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HERTS SENIOR CLOSED TABLE TENNIS TOURNAMENT 
at Barnet TT Centre, Barnet Lane, Barnet, Herts, EN5 2DN 

on Saturday 27th and Sunday 28th February 2016 

Organizer: John Barnes                                                  Referee(s): David Edwards and/or John Barnes 

Regulations: 

1. To be eligible for the tournament the player must, at its closing date, be a Player Member of Table 
Tennis England. And the player must be a member of a local league or club affiliated to the Herts 
County TTA, or reside in or been born in the County or represented it at least six times, and not 
play for another county or in its closed tournament this season. 

2. Play is under Table Tennis England Approved Laws of Table Tennis. Divergences in Regulations for 
International Competitions including Open tournaments (e.g. for claiming time-outs) shall not apply. 

3. Clothing shall be sports shirt, shorts or skirt, or one-part outfit, and socks and playing shoes. The 
main colour of sports shirt, and shorts or skirt, or one-part outfit, shall be clearly different from that of 
the ball (white) in use. Other garments, such as a part or all of a track suit, shall not be worn during 
play, except with permission of the referee. 

4. Veterans shall be 40 years of age or over, and Senior Veterans 50 years of age or over, on 1st 
January during the current season. Any other event is open to any age. Veteran Doubles and Senior 
Veteran Singles are open to both Men and Women. 

5. All competitors must report to Control on arrival by their notified first playing time and must not leave 
the venue before completing their events or first obtaining permission from Control. Any players who 
are not ready to play when called shall be eliminated. 

6. Any eventualities not covered by the above regulations or in the information below will be dealt with 
as they arise by the Tournament sub-committee, Control or the Referee. 

Information: 

1. All individual and doubles matches in groups and knock-out rounds will be best of five games. 

2. Seeding will use players’ national rating points if possible or otherwise averages in their leagues.  

3. Each singles event will begin as groups followed the same day by knock-out rounds. The seeds will 
be included in the groups. Players missing from groups may lead to minor changes within the draw. 
Where players in a group finish equal their relative positions will be decided only by those matches 
played between them. Both group winner and runner-up will qualify for the knock-out rounds. 

4. Each doubles event will be run as knock-out rounds except if too few entries. Failure of a doubles 
partner to enter or arrive may result in allocation of a new partner. 

5. Saturday will provisionally start 14.00 and be the Men's Veteran Singles, the Veteran Doubles, and 
the Senior Veteran Singles. Sunday will provisionally start 12.00 and be the Men's Singles and 
Doubles, the Mixed Doubles, the Women's Singles and Doubles, and the Women's Veteran Singles. 

  Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms* 
Name: 

Date of  
birth: 

  Address: Phone: 
h/w/m* 

   TT ID 
number: 

   Herts 
League: 

   Postcode: Herts 
Club: 

  Email: Herts alternative qualification: 
reside / born / played for 6x * 

  * strike through the inapplicable 

  
EVENT Event Fees Entry as £.p 

  
1. MEN'S SINGLES £4.50p  

  
2. WOMEN'S SINGLES £4.50p  

  
3. MEN'S VETERAN SINGLES £4.50p  

  
4. WOMEN'S VETERAN SINGLES £4.50p  

  
5. SENIOR VETERAN SINGLES £4.50p  

  
 Partner’s Name or ‘Wanted’   

  
6. MEN'S DOUBLES  £2.25p each  

  
7. WOMEN'S DOUBLES  £2.25p each  

  
8. MIXED DOUBLES  £2.25p each  

  
9. VETERAN DOUBLES  £2.25p each  

  
First class postage (if you are not taking playing times by email) £0.63p  

  I am not playing for another county or in their closed tournament. 

Signed: 
TOTAL  

Entry form and fee (as cheque payable to Herts TTA) must be in by Tuesday 16th February to 
John Barnes, 40 Lawrence Moorings, Sheering Mill Lane, Sawbridgeworth, Herts, CM21 9PE. 

(Phone: (h) 01279 860939, (m) 07961 101174. Email: johnmbarnes@ntlworld.com) 
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